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Let X:‘ be a field and G be a group of automorphisms of E. For any subset X of 
E, let fix denote the set of all cr EC; such that OX =X for every x E X; Gx is a sub- 
group of G. For any subset S of G, fet /(S) denote the set of at! x E E such that 
ax =x ftsr every @ES; KQ is a @field of E. It is obvious that XC !(C;X) and 
s C G,[,$). 
For any subfield F of E. the following two conditions are evidently equivalent: 
(i) F = r(H) for some subgroup H of c;; 
(ii) F= XtGF), 
The subfields F that satisfy these conditions are said to be G&is C~OS~LI rclsfi~c 
tc~ G, The set of all of them wilf. be denoted by ‘3(G). The field K = I(G) is an ele- 
ment of 9(G), and every element of Y(G) is an extension of R 
For any subgroup H of G, the following two conditions are evidently cquivalen t :
(i) M = Gp for some subfield 1; of E‘; 
(ii) ff = c;loj. 
The subgroups W that satisfy these conditions are said to be Calois closed in C. The 
set of all of them will be denoted by Q(C). 
This is obvious. What is not obvious is how to characterize the subfields and sub 
groups that are Galois closed. When E is a differential field and C is a group of dif- 
ferential automorphisms this is a problem raised by Kaplansky [ 1, p. 181 ; when, in 
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addition, 9(G) consists of all differential fields between K and E, this is a problem 
mentioned earlier by Kolchin 12, p. 29). 
The purpose of this note is to provide a topological charactcri~ation f 9(‘(c) and 
9(C). 
t t+ t -I ofG maps G - sGKtxj on the set 
G C&p’- ’ G -. s- is 
form E - I,,,.(/(s)) (x, y E E, 
s E CT) is a subbase for a topology T;; on E. When x #O then I, V is a homeomor- 
*. 
phism of E onto E. * 
Proof. Let F be infinite. Discarding superfluous terms fxi,_FV/Fj), we may suppose 
th%t F is not contained in the union of any m ‘-- I of the sets 1 xi,_Vi(Fj). For each j
the c&et lxi, JFj) = xjFj +yi of the subgroup xiF/ of the additive group E contains 
an element o 1’ F, so that we may suppose that vi E I;: Then 
F= u 
1 r;j<n 
((F n xjF’) +-vi) , 
so that by Lemma A F ~7 xi I=, has srm~e finite index f in F (whence in particular 
X 3 + 0). we dairn x 1 E. E-1. hiced, fi’n xlFl is infinite 2nd hence contains r+ i 
distinct nonzero elements .~rq), .‘c lat , . . ..xlur. two of the r-f 1 products 
“t”u’“t0k (0, <k < r) must he in the sake coset of F(7xtFt in E’, so that for two 
distinct indices k, k” we havcs~ao(ak -. aks)EFn.lxlFI C.rlF,, whenccxr EI=r, 
as claimed. F R F, is of index r in E‘. For any xf F, x 7t: 0, IX u maps the group F iso. 
rn~~p~~~~~~l~ unto itself and maps F f~ Ft onto F R xFt , so (hat t;‘f~ xFt has index 
t in F; by the claim just established, then s E Ft. Therefore F C Ft and (because 
We now prove the theorem: 
(a) If ff is Caluis ctosed then, N s GJ,,, = f$ETcllIGKlxI, so that If is closed for 
the topology T(;. ~onvcrsely, iet W be closed for T, and let s E c;rCH,. We must 
show that s E HI and to drr this it suffices to show that every open set 
G _. U 
1 Cj*;rt 'jGK,Xj) containing j intersects H, that is, to show that 
We assume that HC Us i ‘&lx ., and knee a contradiction. Discarding any of the c 
cosets ricK[x .) that are superi’k~ous, wemay suppose that no coszt siGgrx., can be 
omitted. ‘TIreA each of these costs contains an element of H, so we can ta r: c si E N 
and write M = U s#f t”~ t’&$. Lemma i then shows that H is contained in the 
union of fmitely many left c&sets of the intersectian GK,, .) = (;Pl’lxt,_.. X ). 
Therefore ach xi has anty finitely many distinct in,ages ‘xi ‘(r E If) and heke is 
separably algebraic aver Z(H). The extension F of I(H) generated by the elements 
tx, (t E H, f Gj Q n‘) is nurmal separably algebraic and of finite degree. The elements 
l o N restrict to atrtomorphisms of F over I(H); since the fixed field of the gt~tq of 
these restricriuns i I(H), the gruup of restrictions is the Calois group of P OVPB &H’). 
As the restriction of s to F is also an element of this Cal& group, some t E N coin- 
cides with s on F, so that tii = EX~, and s;- * txj = $7 ’ s.rj ( 1 Q i G n). Since s 8 s *G’ .- . 
it foflc~ws that c B sEGK(Xi) ( 1 G;i Q k). This contradicts the assumption that 
J &XJb 
ff C U +K(y,, and completes the proof of part (a). 
(b) If E is Galois closed then F 3 K and F = l(GF) = nsf+. I(s), so that F is 
closed for the tapoIngy r~. Conversely let F be closed for Th with F 3 k’. When F 
is finite then K is finite too, and GF is a nrrrmal subgroup of G of finite index: the 
restrictions to I(+) of the elements of G form a finite group G” ofaut~rn~~~i~sn~s 
of I((+) with fixed field h’, so that I(+) is a finite extension of k‘ and G’ is its 
Galois group; since K C F C /(f+) and since evidently the identity is the only ele- 
ment of G’ that leaves invariant every element of k’, it fohows that F = f@+b and 
F is Galois closed relative to G. Therefore we may suppose that It’ is in@% te. Let 
x E I($Y). We must show that x E F, and to do this it muffices to show that every 
opensetE-- U I tqrn xpq (I(q)) that cantainsx intersects F, that is, to show that 
We assume that 
and force a contradiction. Then (by Lemma 21 F C I&) = !.Xk,“k(f(sk)) for some 
index k, so that Sk E GF_ Since x E I((+)., this implies that x E I($&) = fXj~,_,!#(sk))- 
This contradicts the condition x $ Uxj,ri.I&si)), and completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
&VI&S. 1. In the special case in which E is a normal separably algebraic extension of 
K and G is the group of ;ill automorphisms of E over k’, it is easy to see that T, 
coincides with the Krull topology on G; despite the fact that S(G) is then the set 
of all intermediate fields, T(,; is not the discrete topology on E (even when G is 
finite). / 
2. In general, G in not a topological group relative to T,, because muftipiication 
on C is not continuous as a function of two variables when 62 is given the product 
topoloey. 
3. In the special case in which K is a differential field of characteristic 0 with 
algebraically closed field of constants C and E is a strongly normal extension of K 
and G is the group of all differential automorphisms of E over A’, then G has a 
canonical structure of algebraic group defined over C, 9(G) is rhe set of all inter- 
mediate differential fields, and a subgroup of G is eked relative to T, if and only 
if it is closed relative to the Zariski C-topology on C. Never thetess. T, is distinct 
from the Zariski C-topology (the latter being finer). 
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